Abstract-Network operators are facing the problem of dimensioning their networks for the expected huge IP traffic volumes while keeping constant or even reducing the connectivity prices. Therefore, new architectural solutions able to cope with the expected traffic increase in a more cost-effective way are needed. In this work, we study the survivable IP/multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) over wavelength switched optical network (WSON) multilayer network problem as a capital expenditure (CAPEX) minimization problem. Two network approaches providing survivability against optical links, IP/MPLS nodes, and opto-electronic port failures are compared: the classical overlay approach where two redundant IP/MPLS networks are deployed, and the new joint multilayer approach which provides the requested survivability through an orchestrated interlayer recovery scheme which minimizes the over-dimensioning of IP/MPLS nodes. Mathematical programming models are developed for both approaches. Solving these models, however, becomes impractical for realistic networks. In view of this, evolutionary heuristics based on the biased random-key genetic algorithm framework are also proposed. Exhaustive experiments on several reference network scenarios illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in minimizing network CAPEX.
I. INTRODUCTION
I n recent years, core transport networks have evolved from synchronous optical networking (SONET)/synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) over static point-to-point dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) links toward wavelength switched optical networks (WSONs) introducing dynamic reconfiguration, i.e., automatic optical connection (lightpath) setup and tear-down and recovery mechanisms such as protection and restoration. WSON transparency and dynamicity reduce both costs and power consumption in core transport networks. The benefits achieved are significantly increased by applying an intelligent interworking strategy between IP/multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) networks and WSONs based on a multilayer optimization process capable of efficiently aggregating the various bandwidth granularities. In this work, we tackle the issue of planning an IP/MPLS network specifically tailored to provide layer 1 (L1) and L2 virtual private network services for companies, i.e., those services that can be classified as premium services and thus requiring the highest availability.
Traditionally, only optical link and opto-electronic (OE) ports have been considered as points of failure and, consequently, networks include protection or restoration mechanisms to survive these failures. Nonetheless, IP/MPLS nodes are not always as reliable as traditional telecom equipment due to the constant software and hardware upgrades [1, 2] . Therefore, operators usually protect their IP/MPLS networks against node failures by duplicating backbone nodes (i.e., applying redundancy) and thus highly increasing network capital expenditure (CAPEX), i.e., those costs associated with purchasing and installing fixed infrastructures, such as equipment [1] . Notwithstanding, other recovery schemes different from redundancy can be designed for multilayer networks, e.g., the authors in [2] present a tutorial of multilayer recovery schemes. The authors in [3] propose and evaluate a coordinated link restoration scheme to be used in packet-over-optical networks. Although the proposed scheme is cost effective compared with duplicating nodes, it requires the IP/MPLS and the optical topologies to be symmetrical, i.e., every node has both packet and optical switching capacities. However, the underlying WSON, constituting the core of the transport network, has to support heterogeneous client networks and a wide range of services to residential and business customers, needing thus to provide different availability degrees.
In this paper we face the Survivable IP/MPLS-over-WSON MULTilAyer NEtwork Optimization (hereafter SIMULTA-NEO) problem. To this end, two approaches are compared: our joint approach consisting in over-dimensioning backbone IP/MPLS nodes and applying lightpath and connectivity restoration, and the overlay approach consisting in duplicating backbone IP/MPLS nodes. For the joint approach, orchestrated interlayer recovery actions are defined to avoid IP/MPLS backbone node duplication. Since no symmetrical topologies are needed, the WSON is allowed to serve several client networks with different availability needs. Moreover, we rely on lightpath restoration which provides a finer granularity to recover selected lightpaths in really short times (e.g., hundreds of milliseconds [4] ). Besides lightpath restoration, a novel connectivity restoration scheme is also proposed to deal, not only with IP/MPLS node failures, but also with all other types of failure.
Some other works have studied the IP/MPLS-over-WSON multilayer network planning problem and present different integer linear programming (ILP) models and/or heuristic algorithms (e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). The authors in [5] investigate traffic grooming in mesh networks with the objective of improving the network throughput. On the contrary, our objective is to minimize network CAPEX for a given demand matrix. The authors in [6] propose hierarchical traffic grooming, defining clusters of nodes and selecting one of them as a hub. Hub nodes are responsible for grooming traffic before leaving the cluster. In [7] , the authors develop an algorithm to find optimal clusters. Although our approach also takes advantage of hierarchical grooming, we do not limit nodes to having only one hub, creating a virtual star; instead we allow a node to be connected to several hubs. The authors in [8] present an ILP formulation to maximize a utility function for the network operator (i.e., the difference between revenues and costs), but failures are not considered. To solve the problem, a Lagrangian relaxationbased method is proposed. A similar approach does not work for the SIMULTANEO problem as a consequence of its size; it includes a huge set of single-failure scenarios (i.e., every IP/MPLS node, OE port, and optical link in the network). In view of this, a biased random-key genetic algorithm (BRKGA)-based heuristic [9] is here proposed to solve SIMULTANEO in practical running times. Previous works have proposed evolutionary genetic algorithms (GAs) for optical network planning. The authors in [10] present a GA-based heuristic for single layer survivable optical network planning, whereas the authors in [11] apply GAs to dimension single layer dynamic optical networks. In contrast, we use the novel BRKGA meta-heuristic to solve the overall SIMULTANEO problem.
Finally, note that the coordinated recovery actions that we propose in this paper could be implemented using a common control plane based on the generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) protocol suite [12] . As an example, the authors in [13] propose a multilayer routing approach to be used in symmetric GMPLS-controlled multilayer networks and compare it with an approach where each layer applies its own routing policy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the SIMULTANEO problem and presents two different network approaches: joint and overlay. An ILP model for the joint multilayer network planning is presented in Section III. For comparison purposes, an ILP-based method for the overlay network planning is also provided. Due to the fact that the ILP models are computationally impractical when realistic problem instances are considered, heuristic algorithms able to obtain near-optimal solutions to the problem are developed in Section IV. Using these heuristics, the performances of both the joint and the overlay network approaches are compared in Section V in terms of CAPEX. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SURVIVABLE MULTILAYER NETWORK DESIGN
Three types of nodes can be distinguished at the IP/MPLS packet layer: metro nodes performing client flow aggregation, transit nodes providing routing flexibility, and interconnection nodes supporting inter-operator connections. To minimize the number of ports, metro-to-metro connections are avoided being as every metro node is connected to one or more optical cross-connects (OXCs). Moreover, while it is typical that a transit node is collocated with an OXC, metro nodes are usually M2   M3   T1  T2   T3   T3   O2   O1  O4   O3   O5   O6   O7   T1   T1   T3   T3   WSON   M3   T1   O2   O1  O4  O3   O5   O6   O7   T2   T2 Established lightpaths closer to clients, and, thus, it is likely that some ad hoc connectivity needs to be used to connect metro nodes to OXCs. The IP/MPLS network must provide transport service to all demands, even in the event of any single failure. Specifically, we consider optical link cuts and IP/MPLS node and OE port failures.
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From the IP/MPLS network perspective, network planning could be faced keeping layer independence following an overlay approach. In this case, recovery mechanisms are kept within each layer and hence no interlayer recovery mechanisms are required. For this reason, IP/MPLS node and virtual link redundancy must be foreseen at the IP/MPLS layer to prevent outages. As an example, Fig. 1(a) illustrates a design for an IP/MPLS network with redundancy against failures, where transit nodes are duplicated creating two parallel topologies. Note that in Fig. 1(a) transit node T1 is the redundant node of T1. If an optical link fails (O1-O4 in Fig. 1(b) ), the affected MPLS label switched path (LSP) between metro nodes M2 and M3 is restored using connectivity capacity in the redundant topology. Obviously this scheme, although providing optimal network dimensioning for both layer networks separately, is far from achieving an optimal overall cost reduction.
On the contrary, specifically designed restoration mechanisms which are able to trigger coordinated actions across the two layers can be applied to avoid IP/MPLS node duplication; for example, those defined in [3] for symmetrical multilayer networks. Figure 2 depicts an example of our joint approach designed for non-symmetrical environments that illustrates how node and link redundancy can be avoided. Figure 2 node is connected to a transit node through virtual links creating a virtual topology. Each virtual link is supported by a lightpath routed through the minimum path cost over the WSON network. In the example, metro nodes M1 and M2 are connected to transit node T1 and metro node M3 to transit node T3 through only one lightpath. Note that in order to guarantee failure recovery, extra capacity has been added in every node (dotted lines in Fig. 2 ).
When an optical link fails, the multilayer network applies joint recovery schemes to restore the affected traffic. For instance, when optical link O1-O4 fails ( Fig. 2(b) ), recovery actions are taken to restore metro-to-transit connectivity. If a lightpath can be restored within the optical layer, the connectivity at the IP/MPLS remains unaltered (virtual link M1-T1 is restored through lightpath O1-O2-O3-O4). On the contrary, a new lightpath needs to be established to connect the IP/MPLS metro node to a different transit node, thus restoring the metro-to-transit connectivity (virtual link M2-T2 through new lightpath O2-O3-O5). Once the connectivity is restored, MPLS LSPs can be eventually rerouted over the reconfigured virtual topology.
In the event of an OE port failure, spare OE ports are added. Then, the affected lightpath can be torn down and set up again on a different OE port. Finally, when an IP/MPLS node fails ( Fig. 2(c) ), new lightpaths are established between every metro node connected to the failed node and a different transit node, so as to restore the metro-to-transit connectivity, thus creating new virtual links. In the example, virtual links M1-T2 and M2-T2 are created. Once the connectivity is restored, the affected MPLS LSPs are rerouted.
Additionally, the introduction of WSON allows the performance of optical by-passing, i.e., highly loaded metro-tometro and metro-to-interconnection connectivity is performed directly at the optical layer without intermediate IP/MPLS routing. The gains are multi-fold: the number of OE interfaces as well as the switching capacity of the IP/MPLS nodes is kept to the absolute minimum, and, hence, power consumption is kept on low/moderate levels. Although optical by-passing in general can reduce network costs, its use has been restricted to just highly loaded virtual links to avoid MAC address table explosion [14] .
The next section is devoted first to formally stating the SIMULTANEO problem and second to presenting ILP-based models for both the joint and the overlay approaches.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
A. SIMULTANEO Problem Statement
The problem can be formally stated as follows:
Given:
N being the set of OXCs and L O the set of fiber links connecting two OXCs;
• a set WL of available wavelengths in each link in L O ;
• the virtual network represented by a graph G V (V , E), V being the set of IP/MPLS nodes and E the set of virtual links defining the connectivity among IP/MPLS nodes;
• a set L R containing the fiber links connecting an IP/MPLS node to an OXC;
• a set D of IP/MPLS demands to be transported;
• equipment cost, specified by a fixed cost for every type of IP/MPLS node and OE port;
• cost per km of using the already deployed fiber, depending on the lightpath recovery type (e.g., unprotected, restorable, etc.).
Output:
• the configuration of every IP/MPLS node in terms of switching capacity and number and bit-rate of OE ports;
• the set of OE ports in every OXC;
• the set of used virtual links, including its route over the WSON;
• the route of every demand over the virtual topology.
Objective: Minimize the expected CAPEX for the network designed for the given set of demands.
As previously discussed, the problem can be faced using two different network planning approaches. For each approach, an ILP-based model is provided next.
B. ILP Model for the Joint Approach
The model for the joint approach optimizes both the IP/MPLS and WSON layers simultaneously by adding extra capacity to overcome any single failure. It combines node-link and arc-path formulations respectively for IP/MPLS grooming, routing, and network planning, and WSON routing given a set of pre-computed optical routes. IP/MPLS demands are routed through a virtual topology, where each virtual link is divided into several channels. Each channel aggregates a number of IP/MPLS demands and is transported over a single lightpath in the WSON. For each channel carrying demands, four OE ports of the same bit-rate must be equipped (two at the end IP/MPLS nodes and two in the associated OXCs).
As mentioned above, in this work we consider IP/MPLS node, OE port, and fiber link failures. IP/MPLS nodes and fiber links are some of the invariants of the problem, i.e., they are known beforehand, and so the set of failures that may affect them is known. In contrast, the number and location of OE ports are some of the outputs of the problem, and thus the failures that may affect them are unknown before the optimization. Owing to this fact, port failures may require the use of non-linear constraints given the quadratic form of the resulting constraints. To avoid such non-linearity, we have attached a pre-defined set of slots to each IP/MPLS node where each slot could contain one OE port. In this way, failures are related to slots instead of OE ports, and hence known in advance. Note that a failure in a non-equipped slot has null effect over the optimal solution.
For each failure i, one single-failure scenario is defined by characterizing the set of resources (IP/MPLS nodes, slots, virtual links, and WSON links) that can be used to reroute the affected traffic when the failure occurs. Channel-to-slot and channel-to-lightpath assignments are determined for each failure scenario. Although these assignments strongly increase the size of the problem, they provide flexibility to overcome any failure. It is worth mentioning that network dimensioning ensures that every demand is successfully transported under any single-failure scenario.
The following sets and parameters have been defined:
Subset of L connecting an IP/MPLS node to an OXC. 
S(v)
Set of slots in node v, index s. E Set of virtual links, index e. E 1 Subset of E containing metro-to-transit and transit-to-transit virtual links. E 2 Subset of E containing metro-to-metro virtual links. E 3 Subset of E containing transit-to-interconnection and interconnection-to-virtual virtual links. E 4 Subset of E containing metro-to-interconnection virtual links. E 5 Subset of E 3 containing interconnection-to-virtual virtual links.
Subset of virtual links belonging to subset E x incident to node v, for x = 1 . . . 5.
I(e)
Set of end nodes of virtual link e, index v.
Set of channels of virtual link e, index c.
Subset of K containing the WSON routes connecting both ends of virtual link e.
Demands:
Subset of D with low and moderate data-rate demands.
Subset of D with high data-rate demands, susceptible to optical by-passing.
SD(d)
Set Positive integer for the total amount of traffic (in Gbps) in slot s of node v under failure scenario f.
Then, network CAPEX can be computed as the sum of the following expressions:
where Eq. (1) computes the cost of IP/MPLS nodes and OE ports and Eq. (2) computes the cost of the lightpaths.
Finally, the ILP for the joint approach is as follows:
subject to:
k∈K(e)
e∈E c∈C(e) k∈K(e)
v∈I(e) s∈S(v)
c∈C(e)
The objective function (3) minimizes the network CAPEX. Constraints (4)- (8) deal with routing and aggregating demands over the virtual topology. Constraints (4) and (5) ensure that demands not belonging to and belonging to V V , respectively, are routed under any failure scenario. In these constraints, demands in D 2 can use optical by-passes, directly connecting metro-to-metro or metro-to-interconnection nodes. Constraint (6) avoids cycles and ensures that transit and interconnection nodes are used as intermediate nodes in the route of the demands. In contrast, constraint (7) prevents the use of metro and virtual nodes for routing demands. Finally, constraint (8) guarantees that a route over the virtual topology is computed for each demand.
Constraints (9)- (14) connect virtual and optical topologies together. More specifically, constraint (9) ensures that each channel transporting traffic in a virtual link is assigned to a WSON route. Under a specific failure scenario, every used channel must be associated to a failure-free optical route. The number of routes assigned to a channel is limited to 1, as defined in constraint (10) . Additionally, constraint (11) makes sure that the WSON capacity is not exceeded. Constraint (12) guarantees that both ends of each used channel are assigned to some ports in the adjacent nodes. Constraint (13) makes sure that, at most, 1 slot is assigned to each end of a channel. In a complementary way, constraint (14) ensures that a slot is assigned to, at most, one channel.
Constraints (15)- (20) dimension the IP/MPLS network taking as inputs all possible assignments produced by constraints (9)- (14) . The maximum amount of traffic routed through a slot is computed in constraint (15), whilst constraint (16) provides the slot with enough bit-rate and constraint (17) ensures that only one port is equipped per slot. The required switching capacity of each node is computed in constraint (18) , whereas the required capacity in number of ports is obtained by constraint (19) . Then, the node class to be equipped in a node must ensure both switching capacity and number of port constraints. Additionally, constraint (20) guarantees that only one router is installed in a node.
When a failure occurs, the non-affected IP/MPLS demands must remain in their current virtual route. In contrast, WSON route and/or OE port assignment changes are allowed. Constraint (21) fixes which demands must remain in their route under every failure scenario, and constraints (22) and (23) prevent these IP/MPLS routes from changing. 
C. ILP-Based Algorithm for the Overlay Approach
The overlay approach is solved by means of two complementary ILPs: one for the IP/MPLS network and another for the WSON. First, the IP/MPLS network is planned by adding redundancy to OE ports and to transit and interconnection IP/MPLS nodes. One outcome of this optimization is the set of lightpaths to be established in the WSON. Second, for each optical demand, the second ILP finds a pair of link-disjoint routes over the WSON. In the case of a metro-to-transit optical demand, each route connects a metro node to one of the duplicated transit nodes. In the case of transit-to-transit and transit-to-interconnection, each route connects two nodes of the same duplicated transit sub-network, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
In addition to the notation defined above, the following sets and parameters are defined: Furthermore, Eqs. (1) and (2) are redefined to consider equipment duplication and unprotected lightpath setup: 
Then, we propose the following ILP formulation for the IP/MPLS network planning sub-problem:
constraints (4) to (8), where F = ∅, and constraint (20),
The cost function in (27) minimizes the cost of the IP/MPLS nodes and OE ports plus an approximation of the cost of the underlying lightpaths based on the shortest WSON routes for each used virtual link. As a consequence of OE port and node duplication, no failure scenarios are considered in the overlay model. Then, constraints (4)- (8) are applied to the non-failure scenario for routing and aggregating demands. Note that the variable ω used for routing here becomes ω dec instead of ω f dec . Constraint (28) deals with the dimensioning of OE ports. In contrast to the model proposed for the joint approach, here OE port dimensioning is performed in the virtual links without assigning channels to slots, thereby considerably reducing the problem size. Moreover, constraint (29) ensures that each used channel is equipped with only one couple of ports. Constraints (30)-(32) together with constraint (20) are responsible for dimensioning the nodes. Constraint (30) gets the minimum switching capacity for metro, transit, and interconnection nodes. The minimum number of ports is computed in constraints (31) and (32) for metro and for transit and interconnection nodes, respectively. Note that ports are duplicated in metro nodes. Finally, Eq. (33) defines the new variable as binary.
The optical demands routing sub-problem can be formulated as follows:
Overlay WSON
M inimize COST
Overlay Lightpaths (34) subject to:
The objective function (34) minimizes the total unprotected lightpath cost. Constraint (35) ensures that a couple of lightpaths is found for each optical demand, whereas constraint (36) makes sure that the lightpaths are link disjoint. Constraint (37) guarantees that the capacity of each link is not exceeded. Finally, Eq. (38) defines the new variable as binary. Table I shows the algorithm used to solve the SIMULTA-NEO problem with the overlay approach.
D. Complexity Analysis
The SIMULTANEO problem can be considered NP-hard since simpler multilayer network planning problems without survivability have been proved to be NP-hard (e.g., [8] ). Regarding its size, Table II contains expressions to estimate the number of variables and constraints for the models presented above. Additionally, it provides numerical values for the networks presented in Section V.
Although the overlay algorithm can be solved for small instances, the ILP for the joint approach is impractical even in very small networks as a consequence of the large number of failure scenarios to be considered. Moreover, the large size of both ILPs prevents the application of commercial solvers, such as CPLEX [15] , to real backbone multilayer networks similar to those described in Section V. Aiming at providing near-optimal solutions with an acceptable computational effort, in the next section heuristic methods to solve the SIMULTANEO problem are presented.
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
Meta-heuristics coordinate simple heuristics to find goodquality feasible solutions to optimization problems. Among meta-heuristics, BRKGA, a class of GA, has been recently proposed to effectively solve optimization problems, in particular, network related problems such as routing in IP networks and RWA in optical networks [9, [16] [17] [18] . Compared with other meta-heuristics, BRKGA has provided better solutions in shorter running times. As in GAs, each individual solution is represented by an array of n genes (chromosome), and Elite individuals are copied unchanged from one generation to the next, thus keeping track of good solutions. The majority of new individuals are generated by crossover combining two elements, one elite and another non-elite, selected at random. An inheritance probability (ρ e ) is defined as the probability that an offspring inherits the gene of its elite parent. Finally, to escape from local optima a small number of mutant individuals (randomly generated) to complete a population are introduced at each generation. A deterministic algorithm, named decoder, transforms any input chromosome into a feasible solution of the optimization problem and computes its fitness value.
In the BRKGA framework, the only problem-dependent parts are the chromosome internal structure and the decoder, and, thus, one only needs to define them to completely specify a BRKGA heuristic. Since the SIMULTANEO problem primarily consists in routing a set of demands over a virtual topology, we need one gene for each virtual link and for each IP/MPLS node. These genes are used to compute the metric of each virtual link and each IP/MPLS node which is later used for routing demands, i.e., shortest paths are computed with respect to these metrics. Besides, since the order in which the demands are routed influences the goodness of the solution, additional genes are needed to specify the order in which the demands are routed. In this regard, we use one additional gene for each demand which is used to sort the set of demands. Therefore, given a virtual network represented by the graph G(V , E), each individual is represented by an array of |V | + |E| + |D| genes.
To decode chromosomes into feasible solutions, we have designed the algorithm presented in Table III for the joint 
approach. As shown, metrics of IP/MPLS nodes and virtual links are initialized using the assigned gene of the input chromosome, whereas the order in which each demand will be routed is given by the remaining genes. After initializing the elements, the network is dimensioned through routing the set of demands. A solution for the non-failure scenario is obtained at this step. From this basic solution, the set of single-failure scenarios is built. For each failure scenario, we remove the element in failure from the network and compute the list of affected IP/MPLS paths, each path being subsequently rerouted. If additional OE ports need to be installed in the IP/MPLS nodes, the feasibility of the solution is checked to ensure that the capacity of the node, in terms of number of ports, is not exceeded.
It is worth mentioning that in the case of fiber link or OE port failure, lightpath restoration is tried as a first option during the list of affected paths computation phase. If a lightpath can be restored using the pre-defined set of restoration routes, the associated virtual link and, thus, every MPLS LSP using it, is automatically restored. On the contrary, MPLS LSPs are rerouted over the resulting virtual topology, hence possibly increasing both IP/MPLS nodes' switching capacity and OE ports.
Demand routing is mainly performed over a virtual topology which is pre-computed beforehand over the given network topology. Virtual links are created between pairs of IP/MPLS nodes (connecting metro-to-transit, transit-to-transit, and transit-to-interconnection nodes) that satisfy their distance being lower than a given threshold. For each virtual link, a set of routes over the optical network is computed: the shortest one and a number of restoration routes, one route for each optical link in the shortest route. Then, a failure in an optical link affecting a virtual link can be recovered at the optical layer by restoring the underlying lightpath.
A set of feasible routes is then pre-computed for each demand. Here, we use a k-shortest path algorithm to pre-compute distinct routes. Two subsets of routes are pre-computed, one over the virtual topology and another over the optical topology, thus enabling optical by-passing. During the decoder process, route metric re-computation is performed, ensuring that the shortest route, in terms of the metric, is chosen at each step.
We performed several tests to tune the parameters used in the algorithm. Table IV shows the final values. It is worth pointing out that, as a consequence of the size of the problems, the length of the chromosome was higher than 400 genes. By choosing the size of the population equal to the length of the chromosome, the decoder algorithm took more than 50 ms to decode the solution from any chromosome and, consequently, more than 15 s to build one generation. This greatly worsened the convergence properties of the algorithm. Hence, we reduced the size of the population so as to bring convergence within acceptable values.
The heuristic for the overlay approach uses a similar algorithm for the decoder, where the overlay network is obtained from the non-failure scenario and applying IP/MPLS node and OE port redundancy, as explained above. Moreover, pairs of link-disjoint optical routes need to be pre-computed during the virtual topology definition.
The performance of the proposed heuristics was compared against the optimal solution obtained solving the mathematical models described in Section III, over small multilayer topologies. In all the tests performed, the optimal solution was found within running times of some seconds, in contrast to several hours needed to find the optimal solution with the models.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS
The performance of the joint approach has been compared to that of the overlay approach in terms of CAPEX. To this end, both approaches have been applied over three national optical network topologies with different IP/MPLS topologies on the top. More precisely, we have considered three optical network topologies: the 21-node Spanish Telefónica (TEL) topology, the 20-node British Telecom (BT) topology, and the 21-node Deutsche Telecom (DT) topology. Figure 3 shows the topologies under consideration.
Aiming at applying the heuristic algorithms over a wide range of multilayer networks, on top of the optical topologies, different IP/MPLS topologies with 40 metro nodes and different numbers of transit and interconnection nodes are designed. The table in Fig. 3 specifies the locations of transit and interconnection nodes (identified by the associated OXCs) of each multilayer network. Moreover, the spatial positions of metro nodes are characterized by a uniform coverage degree based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test [19] . A value close to 100% indicates metro nodes uniformly located around every OXC node, whereas a low value denotes the presence of areas with high densities of metro nodes. Figure 3 also contains the coverage degree of the three networks under study. Regarding traffic, we assume two types of demands: national, where both metro end nodes belong to the network, and interconnection, where one of the end nodes is outside the network. The considered traffic mix is also detailed in Fig. 3 . As shown, three different multilayer network scenarios can be identified, from an unbalanced scenario where 70% of the total is interconnection traffic with only 3 interconnection nodes and several high density metro areas, to the well-balanced scenario with 50% of interconnection traffic, 5 interconnection nodes, and near-uniform metro areas.
Each multilayer network has been planned for six gradually increasing traffic loads, starting from an initial load of 4 Gbps per metro node and with increments of 45% at each step (roughly representing a year-over-year traffic increase). Aiming at providing accuracy, each traffic load has been executed 10 times with randomly generated demands following the above characteristics.
To compute the network CAPEX, we consider an adaptation of the equipment costs proposed in [20] . Table V provides the costs used in cost units (c.u.) for IP/MPLS nodes and OE ports. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study provides the cost of using an already deployed WSON infrastructure. In view of this, Fig. 4 plots the CAPEX savings obtained by implementing the joint network approach for various costs of unprotected lightpaths C unp ranging from 0 to 0.5 c.u. Each point in Fig. 4 has been obtained after computing the solution for both approaches on a set of 10 randomly generated executions for each of the considered loads.
As shown, the joint approach provides CAPEX savings even when the costs of using the WSON infrastructure are not considered (i.e., C unp = 0), meaning that the cost of the IP/MPLS layer is cheaper with the joint network approach. However, and for the sake of a fair comparison, we consider C unp = 0.1, which provides similar prices for WSON and for OE ports when computing lightpath costs. Regarding the cost of restorable lightpaths C rest , values ranging from 1.33 to 2 with respect to the cost of unprotected lightpaths are considered in Fig. 4 . As depicted, the unbiased C rest /C unp ratio of 1.5, in between the unprotected and the 1+1 protected costs, provides CAPEX savings ranging from 13% to 24% when the joint network approach is implemented.
Aiming at performing an in-depth analysis of the network structure provided by both approaches, Fig. 5 shows a set of graphs with the switching capacity of the IP/MPLS nodes and the installed OE ports as a function of the network load. Similar behavior can be observed in all networks under consideration and for each approach. Regarding switching capacity (Fig. 5 left) , both approaches equip IP/MPLS metro nodes with the same capacity since it only depends on the incoming traffic. On the contrary, the capacity of transit and interconnection nodes is higher in the joint approach as a result of both the extra capacity and the OE ports added to deal with failures. To illustrate this, Table VI shows the number and average bit-rate of OE ports installed under the non-failure and failure scenarios, for the networks obtained under both approaches. It is worth noting that, while both the number and the average bit-rate of OE ports is the same under the non-failure scenario, the joint approach needs more OE ports for recovery purposes. However, due to the recovery mechanism proposed (lightpath restoration first, connectivity recovery second, and LSP reroute third), the average bit-rate used for recovery in the joint approach is lower than in the overlay case, which simply duplicates OE ports. Note that when lightpaths can be recovered at the optical layer, virtual links are automatically restored, avoiding node over-dimensioning or the addition of extra OE ports. In the case where only a subset of lightpaths can be restored after a failure, those using higher bit-rate (and more expensive) OE ports are restored first. The remaining lower rate lightpaths are then removed and connectivity recovery is performed, adding then extra capacity and OE ports.
Supporting the previous statement, Fig. 5 (center) shows the switched capacity used under the non-failure scenario in relative values. Nodes in the joint approach have higher unused switching capacity than those in the overlay approach. Also, as a consequence of the recovery mechanism proposed, the joint approach uses OE ports with lower average bit-rate than the overlay approach (Table VI and Fig. 5 right) .
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the evolution, in terms of relative gap to the best solution of the heuristic algorithm found in a 10 h run, considering an intensity i = 4, and for the three networks under consideration. In this figure, one can observe the amount of time that the BRKGA requires to reach convergence and thus the complexity of the problem for the joint approach. In this regard, a brief analysis of the proposed network instances identifies differences in the complexities of the problems. For instance, the sizes of the virtual topologies are 326, 361, and 408 virtual links for the TEL, BT, and DT networks Gap (%) Fig. 6 . Gap to the best solution against heuristics running time.
respectively. Thus, the mean number of feasible routes for a given demand significantly increases from the TEL to the DT network, which, as shown, affects the convergence time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work addressed the design of survivable IP/MPLSover-WSON multilayer networks against single IP/MPLS node, OE port, or fiber link failures. To this goal, two alternative approaches were compared with the objective of CAPEX minimization: the proposed joint approach consisting of over-dimensioning backbone IP/MPLS nodes and applying lightpath and connectivity recovery, and the conventional overlay approach consisting of duplicating backbone IP/MPLS nodes. ILP models for both approaches were presented and heuristic algorithms to obtain near-optimal solutions were developed in view of the fact that the proposed ILP models become impractical if realistic problem instances are considered.
The performance of both approaches was extensively assessed considering three national optical network topologies with different IP/MPLS topologies on the top. From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the proposed joint approach leads to CAPEX savings as high as 24% in the DT network and 13% in the TEL and BT networks, when compared with the overlay approach. Analyzing the structure of the networks obtained under both approaches, the joint approach over-dimensions IP/MPLS nodes, not only to deal with failures, but also as a consequence of the extra OE ports required in each node for recovery purposes. However, the average bit-rate of the extra OE ports in the joint approach is lower than that of those needed in the non-failure scenario as a result of the recovery strategy proposed.
As a final remark, it is worth pointing out that since the overlay approach duplicates both IP/MPLS transit and interconnection nodes and OE ports, the resulting networks require higher operational costs than those in the joint approach. Moreover, extra OE ports added for recovery purposes in the joint approach can remain switched-off while not used, thus leading to the additional benefit of energy savings.
